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Hopes to Afake BLS the Best

Classer Chosen to Head BLS

By RICHARD GRAYSON
and KIM S T EVEN JUHASE

"It would be presumptuous and stupid to say that I
have plans to change BLS. I
want and will make the
changes necessary to achieve
my objectives," says the inGoming dean, Family Court
Judge 1. Leo Glasser.
Glasse r, who was na med by
th e Board of Trustees on April
5 to s ucceed Dean Ray mond
Lisle, r e ite rated hi s main obj ective severa l times in an exclu sive
interv iew with the Justinian, "I
ha.ve dreams, hopes and a s pirations of making BLS the best
law school that it is in my power
to make it. I want it to achieve
the reputation in the legal community that it deserves."
Judg e Glasser feels that a major problem at BLS i a "built-in
inferiority complex." He stated
that nothing bothered him more

than telling people he was a
professor at BLS and hearing in
response, "Oh." He noted that
BLS has "tre mendous pluses"
and has turned out many fine
lawyers who have significan t positions in all levels of government. He argued that schools
like Harvard or Columbia are
considered "great" law school
because they have a tradition
going back for hundreds of
years and an e lit e st udent body,
Glasser was qui c k to point out
that he be li e ves that the top
grad t.: ates from BLS are just a s
good as the top graduates fr om
the Ivy League schools,
"\Ve have to beg in to examine
the belief that we are inferior,
We are not. W e have a fine law
school and have had one for
many years, and I don't think
we should be ash a med of it."
Although Glasse r did not specify any changes that he will
make when he a ssumes his office on September 1, hints '

to his future moves may be
gleaned from what he said. He
is aware of the paucity of BLS's
communication with outside media and with the community.
Gla ser might remedy this public relations problem by "playino' a more active role in the
bar
associations'
activities,
Association of American Law
Schools, and by bringing alumni
into the fold," He suggested the
use of alumni and students a s
"ambassadors" for the schooL
Although he doubts that he will
hire a Lull-time public r elations
dire ~ tor, that possibility exists,
depending on finances and need.
The Judge also considers lack
of financial and moral support
from the alumni to be a problem. "Fund raising is a significant function to the extent. that
graduates can be made to recognize some allegiance to the
schooL" Glasser remarked that
he mi g ht consider hiring a fulltime fund raiser. (Approximately

35 % of the more than 10,000
alumni pay the nominal yearly
membership dues of the Alumni
A sociation.)
One reason why some alumni
do not support BLS is that the
placement office has not done
the job that students and alumni
expect. The problem revolves
around lack of sufficient funding and staff. Glasser recogniz s
the seriousness of this problem
and "to the extent it affects th e
mora le of students or re : ent
graduates of the school , I will
direct m y attention to it."
A not her student con cern
which has been brought to hi s
attention is the future lack of
space in the librar y, "The space
problem will probably take on a
different aspect because of the
use of fiche, film, and tape." The
propensity of some faculty members to keep only the s mallest
amount of school office hours
while they keep an outside
(Photo by Martia Knigin )
J udge' Israel Leo Glasser
practice is also recognized by
the new dean. Glasser knows
that a strong dean is needed to him to consider the possibility of
convince these professors to be- starting a graduate advocacy
come more student-oriented , and program, "The school i ideally
he says of this problem, "I will
ituated to give students the
do whatever is necessary: As I
chance to be first rate trial lawunderstand it, according to yers, I don't know if it's feas AALS standards, a full-time pro- ible; I'll have to investigate."
fessor is to spend substantially
Because Glasser recognizes a
By MARCIA KNIGIN
all of his time as a professor. need for student input, he plans
BLS's record in Moot Court Substantially."
to keep his office open to stucompetitions has been superb
Students in the evening es- dents at all times. "My office
this year. Teams have entered sian will have a strong advocate was always open to students
three events and have fared well on the ninth floor when Glasser when I was teaching and I w ant
in the regional competition. In
becomes dean. "I went to col- to keep it that way. "
mid-March, the International lege at night and I started law
But he cautions students that
the finals after coming in second school at night," stated the it is not their responsibility to
in the regional competition. Two magna cum laude graduate of make educational policy. H e
weeks ago the ' International BLS. "If it wasn't for the war says that is the responsibility of
Team won first prize for its brief and the GI Bill, I would have the d ean and the faculty.
in the regionals of the Interna- finished law school at night. I
Glasser, who has no prior adtional Moot Court Competition, think that anyone who makes ministrative experience, will not
and later in March, BLS's the sacrifice to go at night ha ve a contract with BLS. H e
American Bar Association team ' ought to be given any assistance
wants it that way and says he
won first place for oral advocacy
he can be given to achie ve his
will "stay a Dean as long as I
in the regionals of the American goal. I admire people who go to contribute to the school."
Bar Association competition.
school at night."
In the meantime, Gla ser's
On March 12, 1977, the BLS
Glasser's interest in continufirst big date is probably June
International Team of Vivian ing education (he lectures to the
1, when he will leave the bench.
Rifkin Friedman, Howard Rubin, Family Court judges every y eal'
That will give him the rest of
Michael Itteilag, Rachel Arfa , and spent many years with the
the summer to gradually ease
and Ira Salzman defeated ten Practicing Law Institute) leads
himself into the dean's chair.
other teams to win first place for
its brief in the New England region of the Phi li p C. Jessup International Moot Court Competition, held in Portland, Maine.
By winning the award for
best brief, BLS outclassed Harvard and Boston University.
This was the third year that
BLS has competed in this e vent.
In their first appearance, in 1975
BLS won the regionals f or best
oral performance,
The Philip C. Je ~s up International Moot Court Competition involves eleven regions
nationally and an international
r egion, which includes teams
from Ghana, West Germany,
Liberia and the Netherlands,
among others.
The winners of each reg ion's
oral competition compete for the
National title in late April. T he
winning briefs from ea ch region,
(Photo by Martia Knigin)
induding that of BLS, will also
BLS American Bar Association Team - Larry Sandak. Ted Bar.
(Contil/ued on Page 6)
telstone. J ay Haberman.

.Moot (ourt Fights BLS, Other Schools
moot Court u.

mooters EHcel

ninth Floor
By RICHARD GRAYSON
In late February, Dean Raymond Lisle sidetracked the ef·
fort of the Moot Court Honor
Society to send two teams to the
new ABA-LSD National Appel.
late Advocacy Competition in
Albany. Lisle denigrated the
Society to its chairperson, Barry
Salzberg, and this pl'ecipitated
internal problems which resulted
in the resignation of Bart Strock,
business manager of the Society.
According to Salzberg, the
Society decided to send two
teams of three students each to
the competition aftel' the ABA
reque ted that each school send
t\\'o teams , Since this was a new
event, the ABA wanted to ee
how things would go says Salzberg. In addition, th e Society
had "an overabundance of s tud ents interested in arg uing without having to write a brief."
A[ter Prof. Richard Fanell,
facult y advisor to the Moot
Court Honor Society approved
the two teams, Salzberg submilled a budget for $40.00 to
the burs ar, Rosalind Zuckerman.
After a bout on e w eek, Zucker·
m a n told Sal zbe rg that the dean
d id not want to fu nd the two
teams.
Sa lzbel'g went to Lisle, who
reportedly asked him if it was
" wor th our efforts" to enter becalise t his is a new competition.
S a lzbe rg told Justinian that Lisle
also a id:
• "In s tead of enhancing ou r
r ep uta tio n, it is ruined by send ing out so many teams that don ' t
d o well."
• " B e fore 1970 we did well
[in moot court competition J but
since 1970, we haven't d one
,,·ell."
• "I' ve go tten comments fro m

In Competition

(Photo by Martia Knigin)

Barry Salzberg. Chairman Moot
Cour t Honor Society.
outside judges that we only appear to show off our eloquence
in articulation rather than any
legal expertise,"
• "[The Moot Court Honor
Society] is not deserving of the
word 'honor' because you do
nothing to deserve it."
Li sle also wanted to know the
names of the six students on the
tw o ABA teams. Salzberg told
him but admitted to Justinian.
"It was a big errOL After I came
back from clas , Lisle had their
acad e mi c reco rds on his desk.
He a sk ed me how we can have
two tea ms whe n some of the
members have fai led courses and
have poor academic records? I
replied that t here', no correlation betwee n academic a bility
and oral advocacy skills, Finally,
he compromised and we sent
one team."
The team won fi rst place in
th e region and will argue in the
nationals in Chicago in Augu st. [See accompanying article.]
Lisle's comments led Bu iness
Ma na ger Bart ' Strock to believe,
" L isle didn' t give a damn or care
abou t Moot Court. On one hand.
( Omlill1/ed 011 Page 6)
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Much of he reputation of BLS as a second rate institut ion results from the Administration's failure to recognize
and publicize the accomplishments of our students.
BLS has participated in four Moot Cour t competitions
is year, and has gone onto the finals in three. Our National
Team qualified for the finals for the first time in eighteen
years by defeating our nemesis, New York University. (BLS
was also ranked eig hth in the country on the brief in that
competition.) The In ternational Team won best brief in the
regionals and the brief will go on to the finals. The American
Ear Association Team will also go on to the finals in that
competition as winners of the regional rounds. The Tax
Team made the semi finals.
The Administration has failed to recognize any of these
achievements. It has even gone so far as to u ndermine attempts by Moot Court to send teams to compete. As a front
page article in thi issue details, Dean Lisle refused to
fund a second team to the American Bar Association competition. The total cost of sending that second team would
have been less than $200. Originally he was against sending
a n y team until he was persuaded by Barry Salzberg, chairperson of Moot Court, that thi was a worthwhile endeavor.
The Administration has also failed to get outside press
attenti on of these accomplisi1-ments. Through media coverage, BLS can stri\'e to set aside its reputation as a provincial
institution and begi n to change its position in the eyes of
the o utside community.

Justinian welcomes Judg e 1. Leo Glasser as the new
de'a n at BLS. There are many pressing problems that will
confront him. Some of those which deserve his serious
consideration are minority recrui tment, the reputation of
the school, lack of communication within the school, and
improving the quality of the faculty. We hope that he will
successfully achie\'e everyone's mutual goal, which is to
improve BLS.

.J/urrah
Hurrahs are due for the Election Committee's recent decision to re-open nominations for the SBA Execu tive Board.
The situation had been bleak, with only single candidates
for 4 of the 5 SBA Executive Board positions. However, after
the rude awakenin of facing the possibility of uncontested
elections, students belatedly began to file their candidacies.
The reputation of the SBA as the student voice can only
improve by i\"ing the student body a real choice in the
coming SBA elec ions.

To The Editor:
Now that thi year' Moot
Court competition has ended, I
would like to take a moment to
issue a caveat to the new members - being in the Society is
n ot the same as being allowed
to participate in its activities.
The following few paragraphs
will explain this point.
This year, the Law Student
Di vision of the American Bal'
Association initiated a new interschool competition - the National Appellate Advocacy Competition. The Executive Board
of the Society was interested in
participating and so they posted
a sheet where those interested in
being on the team could sign up.
The rules of the competition alJowed each school to send a
maximum of two teams of three
persons each, or six tota l. The
Exec utive Board rec ived eight
respon ses; two person s latcr
droppcd out, leaving the maximum allowed. The team was
then submitted to Dean Lisle for
his normally routine funding approval. Unfortunately, such approval was not forthcoming.
Dean Lisle only approved funding for one team, and that approval was allegedly based on
the following points of consideration.
First, that there were no funds
available and it would be too
expensive to send two teams to
the competition. This i hard to
understand, since funds for three
oth r teams, namely Patent,
Kaufman, and Labor had previous ly been allocated and no
tea ms for these competitions
were fielded by the school. These
fund could have been re-allocated to this team, which would
have mcant no extra funding.
S econd, that sending two
teams would lower the esteem
of the school; i.e., that we were
sending six people to do the job
of three. Why not look at it from
the other side -that we had six
capable oral advocates to field?
And besides, the school' reputati on would not be harmed in any
way b sending two teams.
Third, and most important,
that team members should be
chosen.- not on the basis of Moot
Court performance, but rather
on the basis of scholastic stand·
ing. This is the greate t insult
which the Dean could give to the
Moot Court Honor Society.
The Society has always prided itself on the fact that grades
di d not matter for membership;
that it was the Honor Society for
tho e who were not candidates
for Law Re view. All tha t mattered to Moot Court was whether
or not you wer a competent
ora l advocate. W hether you
qualified as an honor student
was unimportant.
By making team membership
contingent on scholastic standing, Dean Lisle has effectively
undermined the entire spi.rit of
Moot Court. It forces one to reflect on whether Moot Court
oompetitions should be educational experiences for the student , or glory-hunts for the
school.
In the end, the Executive
Board chose three of the si x, and
these three - Ted Bartelstone,
LatTY Sandak and Jay Haberman went on to capture the first
place Regional Championship .

https://brooklynworks.brooklaw.edu/justinian/vol1977/iss2/2

They will represent Brooklyn in
the National competition in
Chicago this coming Augu t. I
extend my heartiest congratulations and best wishes to them
alL
In regard to the issue at hand,
I can on ly hope that under new
leadership, this school will not
see repeated such acts as those
which occurred in the choosin g
of this team.
On e postscript of this entire
story need be told. It appears
that when Prof. Habl, who was
faculty advisor to the team,
asked Dean Lisle how he had
liked the team's performance,
the Dean automatically thought
that Prof. Habl was talking
about the J essup Team. The
Dean was totally unaware of the
National Appellate Advocacy
Competition team's performance,
causing one to question his
original g reat concern for its
members.
Respectfully yours,
Eugene J. Glicksman

NLG: "Disturbed"
To the Editor:
The members of the National
Lawyers Gdld were very disturbed by an article which appeared on page one of the Feb.
17th, 1977 i sue of the Justinian
dealing with an attempt by the
Office & Professional Employees
International Union, Local 153,
to unionize the clerical and administrative employees at BLS.
The article, written by Richard
Grayson and Howard Cohen,
paints a picture of happy employee , working "a very loose
9-5 day," enjoying incomparable benefits, and generally
bathing in the beneficence of
the BLS Administration. Using
[a] prejudicial phrase like "tar-get" employees, the authors conclude that "the union ha made
a poor choice in trying to organize at BLS."
To tho e BLS students who
have come in contact with those
who rule the 9th floor, there
prevails a cynicism, at the very
least, regardin g the alleged
"beneficence" of the Administration in its dealings with students, as well as employee.
Certainly the value of collective
action on the part of studen ts
in dealing with past arbitrary
and detrimental action by the
Adminis tration has clearly been
demon -rated [sic). It seem difficult to believe that this recurrent arbitrariness dissipates, or
that collective action becomes
in appro priate, when employee
rather than students are in
volved. SUI'ely Holzman's comment that an aggrieved employee "can quit" is indicative
of the Admin istration's position
towards its employees.
I n any event, we maintain
that it i withi n the sole discretion of BLS employees to decide whether or not to unionize.
It is those employees alone
whose lives and working conditions are at stake and they
alone are in the best position to
evalL.: ate their present condition
of employment and the probable effects of unionization.
Surely, it is the height of preumptiveness for non-employee
students to advise employees
against unionization.
Finally, both the tone of the
article itself and the remarks by

the Administration concerning
the union's 'trespass' on BLS
property which it quotes can
easily deter wary employees
from engaging in protected,
union activity. Th e article, and
the administration remarks cited
therein, are inferentially indicative of management's hostile reaction against unionization of
its employees. The National
L awyers Guild at BLS, as an
organization which has always
supported the rights of workers
to freely organize and engage
in concerted, union activity, unfettered by threats, coercion and
discrimination on the part of
management, tak e issue with
this. We need hardly remind the
Justinian and th e Administration that the above rights of
employees are embodied in the
National L abor Relations Act.
We only hope that the law is
followed by BLS wit h the same
zeal with- which it is pw-portedly taught
National Lawyers Guild

Committment
Needed
To the Editor:
The Puerto Ri can Law S tudents Association (PRLSA) was
indeed encouraged to read your
editorial in the 75th Anniversary issue of the Justinian.
While the student newspaper
has occasionally reported the
facts on the gros underrepresentation of Puerto Ricans,
Blacks and Asians among the
student body and faculty at
Brooklyn Law School, this is
the first time it has taken a position on the issue of affirmative action .
Faced with years of resistance
from the Administration, lipservice from "interested" faculty members and the indifference of the Student Bar Association leadership, your editorial gives us the minimal satisfaction that our concerns are
shared by some of our student
colleagues.
S hould we take hope that
you r editorial the election of
new SBA officers and the installation of the n ew dea n may
herald a change in the staus
quo?
In its seventy-five years,
Brooklyn Law School has taken pride in the opportunity it
has provided minority applicants to move up the socio-economic ladder. During its first
fi fty to sixty years, the "old
minorities," J ews, Italians and
the Irish, could count on admission to Brooklyn Law School
when most other doors were
closed to them. It is thus troubling to find that we of the "new
minorities" do not enjoy the
same access. The commitment
to "minorities" - the oppres ed
of the moment - must be renewed .
Sincerely,
Gloria E. Quinones.
President, PRLSA

SOFTBALL
Students v. Faculty
May 1 at noo,! at
Tillary Street Field
{under the BQE}
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SBA Fiooll, Posses Budgets
By MIGGIE WARMS
"Although
the
Ex cutive
Board has spent nearly half of
the available funds, the 19761977 budget has still not been
,:pproved," stated the fir,st-year
caucus of the SBA Delegate Assembly in a Report to the FirstYear Cia s that was distributed
on February 7. At a February
8 meeting of that Assembly, the
budget was finally passed.
Final passage was a culmination of the budget-cutting process that has occupied mosi of
the Delegate Assembly's meeting time for the last several
meetings. Some items were juggled from various groups to the
SBA General Fund, a get-reimburs d - as - you - spend arrangement for common needs like
sp ak r , postage, printing and
film .. Other items were eliminated altogether.
The net re ult was that special
interest groups like th e National
Lawyer's Guild, AALSA and the
variou s women's groups lost
control of most of their funds in
the shift to the general.fund, althou gh most other item w ere
approved outright for these
group.. More established and
service - oriented groups, like
Moot Court (Day and Ev ning) '
Honor Society and the Justinian,
fell victim to de facto cuts,
while retaining compi te control over amounts allocated.
BALSA seemed to get the short
end of the stick from both
an gles, with many fund s shifted
tQ the general fund ($320) and
many cut altogether ' ($1270 cut

FINAL BUDGET 1976-77
AS APPROVED
SBA General Fund
Speakers .......................... $ 1,500
Printing ............................
400
Po tage ............................
75
. Sundry..............................
200
Stationery & Supplies
700
Films ......................... _..... 1,000
Directory ..........................
225
Orientation ......................
680
S / F Teas ..........................
500
Parties .............................. 2,438
ABA / LSD Convention..
560
Evening Coffee Hours ..
150

$ 8,428
Justinian
Printing ...... .
..... $ 5,775
100
Postage ...... .
Film ...................... .
200
ABA/ LSD Convention..
150
75th Anniversary.... ...... 1,000

$ 7,225

from convention requests). But
then, BALSA's approved expenditures ($1020) exceeded the
allocations for both the National
Lawyer' Guild ($1,000) and all
three women's groups combined
($995).
When items came up that were
related to courses that are required by the school (Moot
Court) or have been approved
for credit (Women's Clinic),
delegates questioned the propriety of spending SBA funds
to support them. The Assembly
plans to try to recoup some of
these funds from "the ninth
floor."
There is a possibility that "The
Paper Chase" will be shown at
BLS this Spring. Dean Silverberg, SBA Recording Secretary,
is waiting to be approached by
tho e willing to help plan such
a showing.
SBA President Howard Peltz
announced that the Placement
Office Committee may become a
joint student fa culty committee
in the near future.
Delegates were reminded that
the SBA office traditionally
erves as a training ground during the spring semester for replacements for this year's graduating officers. The tacit assumption that those now erving
on the Delegate Assem bly would
be the likely (only?) candidates
for SBA office went unchall nged.
Backtrackin g a bit, here are
the ignificant items of bus iness
that passed the A sembly si nce
the November 29 "non-meeting"
last covered in the Justinian :

Moot Court (Day)
Dues ........
.. ..... $
Certificates
Refreshments - Judg~s
Intramural Prize ......... .

On December 9, the Assembly
accepted Robert's MoQified Rules
By RICHARD GRAYSON
of Order for use at Assembly
The Faculty Committee of vintage. "The school stopped
meetings. The Assembly accepted all persons who had volun- Scholastic Standing is investigat- taking mandatory attendance
teered to serve on the Student ing charges that sev ral students about five year ago. The first
have filed false certificates of day off the old system, one of
Committee on Faculty Hiring.
my Corporation students took
Various amendments to the attendance.
Assi tant D an Gerard Gil- a full-time job at Gimbel from
SBA budget were discu sed and
bride,
chairman
of
the
commit9
to 5. I told him to leave school
passed, and several budget items
if he was going to work fulltim .
were "ratified," preliminary to tee; refused to name either the
professors who have brought But he aid that he wanted to
final passage of the budget on
the matters to the committee, or study the law. H thought I was
February 8.
the students who are involved. a bastard. But he graduated."
The Pass/ Fail option proposal But he did say, "There are about
Crea believes that there are
was explained and distributed. three or four students involved many students who file inaccurPolicy proposals affecting the and my recollection is that they ate certificates. ·'It's a refle~ t ion '
budget wer'e presented by the are probably not first year tu- on their moral standards a n I
first-year caucus and by evening
abilities."
dents."
division reps Sam Hagan and
The committee has invited the
Gilbride went one step furth r
Jerry Judin, to bE!' discussed, dis- students to explain the discrep- by noting that ;:In inaccurate
sected and partially passed by
ancies b tween the records of certific:lte can be an obstru tion
the Assembly.
their professor, and their cer- to g raduation, and to admiss ion
[Ed Note: The Pass/ Fail op- tificates. According to Gilbride, to the bal'. He recalled that one
tion proposal passed the Stu- the certificat s are filled out un- of th three stud nts charg d
dent/Faculty Relations Commitder a BLS policy. " It is a sound
with cheating on last Jun 's
tee on February 9, but was over- rule because we certify that Civil Practice exam al 0 allegedwhelmingly defeated by the facyou've been in good and regu- ly fil d a n inaccurate aU nelane
ulty on April ] 9.J
lar attendanc ." "Good a nd regu- c I'tificate. [See Justinian, SepTh e Decemb er 16 meeting, lar attendance" in law school is tember 7, 1976.) "ne passed h
called speci fi cally to wrap up on e of the requirements for ad - bar a nd will have to a nswer to
the budge t, failed to do so. Much m ission to th e bar.
th e Character Com mittee about
Prof. Jo eph Crea, who is also his attendance certifica te," sa 's
of the me ting was spent disa mell1ber of the committee, re- Gilbride.
cussing a r butlal to a Decemb r
marked recently to his COl' porThe committee has ;:Ilready
14 Justinian editorial, arguing
about budget priorities and pal'- ations class that a lot of faculty acted against one sludent who
ing the budgets for both the are now taking attendance. filed a false certificate. This 2nd
Moot Court program and the Later, he tolel Justinian, "I'v e year student has be n forced to
Justinian. Il was at this meet- demanded an investigation be- drop several cia ses and admit
ing that th general budget pro- cause I think [fulltimeJ stud nts that she signed fals certificates.
posals introduced earlier were are working fulltime." Crea The committee is expected to
hashed out in detail. As a re ult, noted that the ituation regard- make the rest of its decisions
final passage on February 8 was ing att ndance i. not of I' cent before the emest rends.
a relatively imple process.
The first-yea r caucus has proposed that a finance committee
be appointed to par-boil the hash
By PAUL HARRIS FORMAN
next year.

85
50
100
200

Refreshing Rudolf Serkin

Women's Clinic
No funds allocated
Evening Women's Group
Convention ...................... $

Women's Action Group
Dues ..................................$
Met. Conference ............
Convention ....

50
150
530

$

730

BALSA
National Dues ................ $
Regional Dues ................
MCC Bal sa Dues ..........
Black Alumni Reception
National Convention ....
Regional Conference ....

100
50
50
200
500
120

60
225

•$

285

............$

50
100

NORML
No funds allocated

150

Sports
Football
Softbnll

NaJional Lawyers Guild
Dues ................ ................. $
Convention

100
900

$ 1,000
AALSA
No funds allocated
Cultural Affairs
No funds allocated

THE SECOND CIRCUS REVUE,
starring the Not Ready For Law
Revue Players presents its annual farce this coming Thursday, Friday and Sa turd3y nights
(April 28 through 30 at 8 pm).
Tickets are $1.50 in advance
(sold in the lobby between 1-2
and 5-6 pm), or $2.00 at the door.
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265
265

435
Moot Couri (Night)
Refreshments .................. $
School Party ..........

l!Jlte Docltet I
SBA ELECTIONS - are scheduled for May 2 and 3. Vote.
FACULTY WILL LOSE AGAIN
- Annual student faculty softball extravaganza takes place
Sunday, May 1 at noon a t the
A strodome of the East, in the
friendly shadows of the BQE,
elf Tillary Street.

Faculty Investigates
Attendance Fraud

$ 1,020
TOTAL ........................... $18,638

LAST SBA PARTY - Thursday, May 5 at 4 :30 pm in the
lounge. Live it up while you can.
STUDENT COURSE COUNSEL·
ING - scheduled for Monday,
May 2 at 4:30 pm in the Moot
Courtroom. There
ill also be
counseling
Tuesday through
Friday from 1-2 and 4-6 pm in
the SBA Office.
BALSA - 1st Annual Alumni
Reunion will be held at BLS on
April 29 at 5 pm . For tickets
see Deborah Lashley.

A recent evening spent in
Carnegie Hall with pianist Rudolf Serkin was a refreshing
opportunity to learn that what
is oldest and simplest is best.
Serkin, at age 73, is at the height
of his power as a performer who
maintains his prodigious technique, while developing his intellectual maturity.
Serkin was bor n in imperial
Austria and grew up in a Vienna where giants of music the likes of Beethoven, Brahm s,
Schubert and Mahler - must
have seemed like living presences. It is not surprising that
with ag he has turned more often to music of that time.
This is not music that dazzles
audiences with bravura, flash
and brilliance, but music that
is noble, powerful and sublime.
Serkin shares some of these
qualities. He is a shy, awkward
man in a baggy su it, who comes
out on stage, bows stiffly to the
overflow audience and begins to
playas if he w re oblivious to
his surroundings. Serkin's appeal and greatness is bas d on
nothing external, only the fact
that he plays his kind of music
b tter than anyone else aJiv
today. The PI' ss agents that
have pushed many mediocre
talents to fame beyond their
gifts would have a hard time
with Rudolf Serkin.
On this occasion the audience
heard three sonatas by Beethoven, one from each of his
creative periods. He began with
the first of Beethoven's thirtytwo sonatas and went on to the
celebrated "Appassionata" and
"Hammerklavier."
Each performance was full
of insight. Beethoven's early
sonatas are pleasant enough,
but they often seem like elegant
trifles written for the drawing
of
Rococo
Vienna.

Through infinite patie nce a ncl a
rocklike strength, Se rkin made
this sonata seem like something
monumental.
The "Appassionata" is from
Beethoven's
middle
period,
when he composed the wor ks
that are today hous hold cliche.
In his smaller works, like thi
sonata, Beethoven is not h
conquering hero, but temper
the familiar force with beauty.
When mu ic of this kind is
played by a musician like S rkin the results are tJ'anscend nt.
The slow movement of th
"Appassionata" almost sound d
like a hymn. As befits an old r
man, Serkin's playing is gent! r
than it once was.
The "Hammerklavier," twenty-ninth in the series Qf thirtytwo, dates from the l~st peri d
of Beethoven's life, when, almost completely d af, he retreated into a strange innel'
world. The gigantic proportion
of this sonata sugge t that it w
written for a superman. Thi!- i
craggy mu ic, full of strangeness, tiny melodic fragments, n
introverted lyricism, 11 capp d
by a wild, grating, and d n~
fugue that i ungrateful and
puzzling. The "Hammerklavier"
is a great challenge to both performer and Ii tener. S rkin c 01municated the introverted, solemn nature of th opening ~ec
tions and then attacked the
great fugue. This music is not
beautiful, but the mere fact
that anyone can play it with
the technical brilliance and
monumentality that the audience heard on this evening generates an xcitement of it
vn.
Beethoven and Serkin belong
together, both genuine artic:1es,
without any frills. With the' 1't
more prone to commercialization, occa ions like this one are
best de cribed a precious.
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BLS Students Work In Law Collectives
By JOHN RASHAK

The law collective is a recent
phenomenon, an out-growth of
the political tum10il of the last
10 years. Two second-year BL S
students, Andi Levine and Fran
Weinstock who describe themselves as "feminists," work at
two of t he more active New
York City' law collectives.
Before entering BLS, Levine
did paralegal work at an antitrust firm. "It was a factory.
There were no ethics in the work
they did." Levine continued,
"The ethical approach to law
should be 'What's the right
argument?', rather than 'What's
the bottom argument?' "
Weinstock carne to BLS after
working as a city-funded community-organizer i n Cambr idge,
Ma s. She described Cambridge
as "a poor neighborhood totally
ignored by Hal'vard and MIT."
Federal funds would instead go .
to "the nationally-known ghetto
of Roxbury in Boston." The law Andi Levine a nd Fran Weinstock,
in general and the law collective collective.
in particular seemed natural extensions of their backgr ounds.
the law collective thus results in
Group Decision-Making
politically-oriented "prl) bono
Students are more than j ust work."
Andi Levine gave an example
clerks in the law collective setting. "There is group decision- of how group decisio n-making
making in every case," Fran was used in a la bor case. "There
Weinstock explained. "After we was a group of workers from
decide whether we want to take the Riverboat Restaurant [in the
the case anel why, we h ave to de- Empire State Bu ildi ng] having
cide what to charge." The fee
trouble with their union conwould be lower, even nothing,
tracts." Her collective repl'esentfor a politicall y important case.
el the workers for free before
The political consdousness of the NL RB (National Labor Re-

Photo by Ken Shiotani

BLS student's who work in law

lations Board). The NLRB case
was "political work" for the law
collective. "P olitical work includes educating and organizing
people. It mea ns using the legal
system, rather than depending
on it," says Levine.
Week ly meetings take p lace
at both students' collectives.
Levine's is near BLS, in a
second-floor storefront walk-Up.
Weinstock's is in dow ntown
Manhattan, "not as accessible as

a community storefront would
be, but till near legal resources
such as the courts and law libraries." (Due to a N.Y. Court
of Appeals ruling, both firms
must be list d by the names of
their attorney-partners: namely,
Gladstein, Meyer, Reif, and
Siegel, at 308 Livingston in
Brooklyn, who employ Levine,
and who gave a seminar on
opening an "alternative" law office at BLS last spri ng; and
Stolar, Alterman, and Gulielmetti, at 250 Broadway in Manhattan, whel'e Weinstock is employed .
Their firms are totally differe nt in terms of personnel.
Gladstein et al has four Rutgers'
attorneys (three fema les), one
office worker (paid the same as a
"legal worker" although not a
partner), and 2 law students.
Stolar et ai, in contrast, has three
ma le attorneys (two NYU- train ed), two "legal workers" (for a
total of fiv partners), and three
female law students. "Students,
although not partners, are encOUl'aged to participate in decisions," Levine ' xplained. "Perhap the most important element
of the law collective is that you
ca n retain your ethics, while surviving and making a living."
"It's been a really good experien ce [nt Gladstein). I learned more in three months than in
my whole law school career,"
Andi Levine related. Her law
collective charg s fees "25-50 %
lower than most law offices."
The collective is disting uishable

LSD 2nd Circuit Conference
Honors Two BLS Students
Special 10 Th. Justiniln

Steven M. S wi rsky, a second
yea r stude nt a t FOl'dham L a w
School was elected 2d Circuit
Governor of t h e American Bar
A ssociation's L aw S t udent Division (LSD) at its a nnual
Spring Confere nce h eld in S outh
E gremont, Massachusetts, on
March 25 and 26, 1977. A lso
duri ng t h e conference, two
BLS students, K im Juhase
third year day, and Robin
Garfinkel, a second' year day
tudent, received awards for
their contributions to the LSD
during the past year.
The election of Swirsky ended
a weekend of activities and
panel
discussions
centering
around the theme of professional responsibility and the quality
of advocacy. The highlight of
an otherwise unexciting conference was a panel discu ion on
the newly established Committee of the Judicial Conference of
the United States to Consider
Standards for Admission to
Practice in the Federal Courts,
(al 0 known as the Devitt Committee for its chairman, Federal
District Judge Edward J. Devitt
of Minnesota). This committee
was established by Chief Justice
Warren Burger last year to determine whether there is a need
to e tablish national qualifications for practice before the fed eral courts. Many in the legal
profes ion, including the Chief
Ju tice, felt that the quality
of advocacy before federal
courts is deplorable.
No Assumptions
According to Judge Morris
Lasker, a member of the Devitt
Committee, the committee has

made "no assu m p tion s" and
t h erefore will do "much research" on t h e issu e. In a discussion before law students
re presenting the 1st and 2d Circuits of t he LSD, Judge L ask r
outlined t he tentative plans of
the committee. I nitially, h e explained, it wi ll solicit opinion
from various legal organizations
and from leaders of the bar. At
the same time, all federal judges
will be polled on whether they
feel there is a need for improving professional standards of
lawyers in federal practice.
They will a lso b e requested to
rate the lawyers who come before them over a period of time.
Judge Lasker stated that the
Devitt Committee's next step
will be to hold regional public
h arings. Finally, the committee will draw up tentative recommendations and again solicit
opinions of bal' leaders. Final
recommendations will be forwarded to the U.S. J udi ial
Conference and then on to the
U.S. Supreme Court f~r final
apPl'Oval. If the Supreme Court
approves the rules, they will go
into effect unless Congre s affirmatively acts to amend
cancel them.

coming year. He wou ld like to
increase t he frequency of the
Circuit's new radio show a nd
new paper. He would also li ke
to e ta blish a jo b counseling
progra m. "I've already spo ken
with D a n Patern o, t h e Presiden t
of the ABA Young L awyers
Section, about ihstituting a program of individual and grou p
counseling. I envision a sit uation
where students
could
. peak, not just with attorneys,
but with attorneys in certain
fi Ids so that they can get a feel
for the area, which can only
come from talking to an actual
practitioner."
Other new Circuit officer are
Lindsay Rosenberg of New York
Law School, Lieutenant Governor; Richard Chen of S1. John's
Law School, Secretary-Treasurer; and Michael Barnas of Ford-

ham Law School, Director of
Communications.
BLS Students Honored
Two stud nts from BLS were
given awards during the 2d C ircuit a nnual banquet held in con junction with the Spring Confere nce. K im J uhase, t he r etiring Circuit Director of Communications and former Justinian Editor-in-Chief was awarded
the LSD Silver Key by retiring Gov rnor Goodman. Goodman, in presenting the award,
termed th third year day student "the best idea man I
know." Thi is Juhase!s second
LSD Silver Key award. Robin
Garfink I, a s cond year day
student, was awarded a certificate oC merit for her work as
the LSD r presentative at BLS
and for her imaginative LSD
poster designs.

Volunteer Lawyers
For the Arts
Special f o The Ju stiniln

On December t hird and fourth
of last year th e A ssociation of
the Bar of the City of N ew York
host d a uniqu e even t - the
First Nation al A rt L a w Conference. The Conference was sponsored by Volunte er Lawyers for
the Arts, a n on -profi t corporation, which f undio ns in New
York City as a legal referral
service for indigent artists and
performers and for non-profit
arts organization s with limited
budgets. VLA also seeks to provid the arts community with
compr hensive legal education,
to inform the legal community
with r sp ct to the kintls of legal
problem artists and art organizations fac , and to familiarize
th m with avail able solutions.
The purposes of the Conference were to discuss recent developments in art and the law,
to pre ent several approaches to
th d livery of legal services to
the arts, and to discuss common
management and legal problems
of not-for-profit arts organizations.
.
VLA hop s to encourage arts
councils, bar association , and
other int reo ted group to e tablish vounteer legal servic organizations for the arts in their
COlllmunitie . . A panel on "L gal
Serv iees for the Arts" examin d
the differing approaches th?t
Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts'
organi zations have adopted as
well as some of the problems
that may arise in e tablishing a
volunteer program of lawyersfor-the-arts.

New Governor
Judge Lasker described the
main i sue before the Devitt
Committee to be "to determine
if trial advocacy is so important
to the community that it is important enough to regulate by
rule ." The judge stated he felt
the answer was yes.
Steven Swirsky, who succeeds
Andy Goodman of
YU Law
School as 2d Circuit Governor,
has two major plans for the

from the typical firm in three
respects, according to Levine.
"First, there's group decisionmaking in every case. Second,
legal workers or paralegals are
equal partners with the lawyers.
Finally, there is the additional
political criteria in decisionmaking."
NLG Types
F ran Weinstock identified the
kind of people w h o would work
for a law collective. They would
be "people with varied legal
skills, who are not interested in
making lots of money, and who
agree with NLG [ National Lawyers' Guild] politics." The NLG
has published works such as The
Grand Jury Manual and Law for
the People. which implicitly embody its policy. W einstock prailled the BLS chapter of the NLG
as being "the most active in the
country," with lunch-time speakers and summer-job projects.
There are only three kinds of
clients that collectives refu. e to
represent: rapists, heroin pushers, and landlords . "Rape is a
political crime against women;
heroin dealers arc parasites of
the community; and housing
courts in capitalist countries are
hav ns for landlords," were the
reasons given by Levine and
Weinstock for this policy. The
strength of the NLG and its collectives is best illustrated by the
revelation that Spiro Agnew
asked the NLG for advice during
the criminal trial that followed
his ouster as U. S. Vice-President.
Their reply is un p rinta ble.

The two award winni ng BLS students. Robin Garfinkle and K i m
Juhase, surround Andrew Goodman of NYU. outgoing LSD Secon d
Circuit Governor.

https://brooklynworks.brooklaw.edu/justinian/vol1977/iss2/2

For further information, contact Barbara Kibbe (a third year
day. tuclent) or Jim Fishman at
VLA (36 W st 44 St. 575-1150).
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J uriscan: Flop or Fraud?
By KIM STEVEN JUHASE
J uri sc an, a computerized
placement service for law students, was initiated in J anuary
1975 under the joint sponsorship of the American Bar Association (ABA) and its Law Student Divi ion (LSD). By August
of that year, the then LSD President, David E rdman, termed
the program "a success." Less
than two years later, the present LSD President, David Stoup,
stated that Juriscan "failed miserably." On February 13, 1977,
the short live d project was
terminated by the ABA Standing Committee on Professional
Career Development upon the
recommendation of the LSD.
It appears that those in authority in both the LSD and
ABA should have known from
the beginn ing that the service
wa doomed. The p rogram, however, at the urgi ng of LSD
President Erdman, was established, and many tudents participated wit h high hopes of
getting a job. S oon, t he LSD began to realize that, to the chagrin o[ law students, Ju risca n
could not even meet the minimal needs of job seekers.
The Concept

Juriscan , in concept, was very
much like the centralized placement ervices that many bar
associations and legal organizations have ru n for many years.
Its major distinction was that
it was completely computerized
and nationally prom oted.
Both the employer and law
student were asked to fill in
computer coded questionnaires.
Then a computer matched qu alifications with job descrip tions.
Every month, a computer printout was sent to participating
employers with the name, address and telephone number of
those students who matched his
requests, along with a description of the applicants' qualifications. Meanwhile, the student
rece ived a similar printout of
matching employers. Th ere was
no charge for employers, but
students had to pay five dollars
for the service.
The nation-wide advertising
plan turned out to be very limited. Questionnaires were placed
in is ues of the American Bar
Association Journal and the
LSD publication, the Student
Lawyer. A plan to have LSD
members personally enlist employers
in their
fell
through.
History
When
David Erdman
of
Georgetown University Law
Center ran for LSD President

1974-75

LSD President David

Erdman.
at the August 1974 LSD annual
convention in Chicago, his major promise was the establishment of a computerized job
placement service for law students. This concept was first
considered by Howard Kane of
. Brooklyn Law School, the 1973-

74 LSD Presi dent. However,
Kane took no action on it. Almost immediately after Erdman
was elected President, he set to
work to fulfill his promise.
Working with Neal Mann, alst)
a student at Georgetown, a computerized system was devised.
On approaching the ABA for
funding and support, Erdman
was referred to the ABA Standing Committee on Professional
Career Development, which has
jurisdiction over
all
ABA
placement services. As is usual
with ABA Committees, the
committee's staff investigated
the request. The staff concluded that the program would not
work.
At a time when Erdm an was
estimating that the program
would enroll 5,000 law students
and 1,000 employers, Mrs. Frances Utley, ABA staff liaison to
the Professional Career Development Committee, and a person with experience in running
a placement service for lawyers,
was estimating that no more
than 500 employers would sign
up. In fact, in a memorandum
dated November 1, 1974, she
wrote to Lowell B eck, Deputy
Executive Director of the ABA
staff that her "own gues is that
we will be lucky to have 100
employer enrollees." In an earlier letter dated May 7, 1974, to
Walter P. Armstrong, J r., who
was then Chairman of the Professional Career Development
Committee, she explained her
reasoning. "I question whether
or not a large number of employers would be interested in
receiving com puterized lists of
candidates with the p ossibility
that they would be deluged
with resumes from individuals
to add to the continuing barrage they are currently receiving."
Even the LSD D irector at the
time, Raymond T yra, indicated
that "employer p articipation is
the largest unknown to the entire Ju riscan program."
Impression of Fraud
Much was at stake for both
the ABA and the LSD in deciding whether to approve the program. According to a February
1977 report on the J uriscan project by Chris O torowski, the
LSD Secretary- Treasurer, "If
the program were not a success,
any student paying for the service might leave with the distinct impre sion of fraud. This
would have a long range detrimental effect on membership
and participation in the Division [LSD) and the ABA."
Despite pessimistic predictions. the program was approved
in the Fall of 1974 on a probationary basis by the ABA
Professional Career Development Committee. Many reasons
have been suggested for the
ABA approval of Ju ri. can, despite it predicted bleak future.
One viewpoint is that given by
Otorowski, who is a third year
student at the University of
Denver Law School. The Secretary-Treasurer told the Justinian. "He [Erdman) made them
buy it when they shouldn't
have. He gave them the hard
sell. All the right questions were
raised at the time but he got it
by them." Mrs. Utley backs Otorowski's opinion to an extent.
She told this correspondent that
the Development Commit tee, at
the time, took the attitude that
since Erdman promised that
Juriscan would be self- ustain-
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Another reason for JUl'iscan's
failure was it lack of a wccessful nationwide solicitation
campaign for employers . Even
the LSD realized that just placing ads in ABA and LSD publications would not be enough. In
the original employer promot ion
plan, it was planned that students would make oral presentations about Juri scan to local
bar associations and visit employers in their offices to solicit
their participation in the pro~
gram. Needless to say, neither
idea succeeded . As LSD President Lynne Gold s tated in her
August 1976 annual report, "If
students were going to employers they were going to get
themselves jobs, not for altrui stic reasons."

.",;)l ple"fCl'lca )
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ing, "then it was all right to try
it."
The program officially began
in J anuary 1975 and almost immediately ran into difficulties
with the questionnaire's design
and the computer matchings.
Some
employers complained
that the student questionnaire
did not ask for grade point averages. Other complained that
the profiles they received were
not even close to the specifications they reque ted.
Employers were not the only
ones who were not getting sat~
isfactory results. For example,
Otorowski's report contains a
1 tter written on April 17, 1975,
by a law student, Anne Lukingbeal of Davis, California. Sh e
complained that she requested
employment only in the Boston
area, in a small law firm dealing
with criminal or domestic relations and that she preferred litigation and client contact. According to Lukingbeal, she received the following matches:
" A corporate law firm of 31-50
lawyers with no liti gation in
Phoenix, Arizona; a public defen d er .. : with no litigation in
Springfield, Illinois; and finally
a negligence-malpractice lawyer
with no client contact in Lexington, Kentucky." Another law
student, who Ii ted as his major consideration for a job that
it be in Connecticut, received
lnatches with an employer in
New Mexico and another in
Texas.
Chastise ABA Staff
In spite of these problems,
Jul'iscan recruited 212 employers in its first year. Though Erdman had originally predicted
1,000 employers, he called the
program a success in his final
report to the LSD at the end of
his term of office in August
1975. He also took a parting
s hot at the ABA staff. " Without
naming anyone in particular, I
point a general flng r of hastisement at the ABA staff for
not recognizing eadier Juriscan's potential to help law students. I encountered in tead, not
only general conservative unwillingness, even to give the
new concept a try, but also, at
times, even active taff oPPo ' ition to the program."
During the 1975-7'3 school
year, the participation of employers started to piral downward. Only 167 firms and about
1,000 studen ts signed up for the
program, a result the 1975-76
LSD President, Lynne Gold, in
her annual report, termed "Ie s

than successful." Despite these
statistics, the LSD pushed for
an exten. ion of Juri can's probationary status [or one year,
from September 1976 to September 1977. In its proposal to
the ABA, the LSD hierarchy
urged that su pport be ought
for the program from all areas
of the organized bar. The LSD
proposal concluded, "[I)f the
program hould be rejected . . •
it shall be deemed that the ABA
professional division .. . shall
be heavily indicted for having
failed to support the efforts of
the LSD of the senior body. Such
indictment shall include the
documentation of efforts and
shall be I?ublished in the Studenl Lawyer." The proposal was
approve d by the ABA.
Participation Dropped
Despite various attem pts by
the LSD to revive Juriscan, employer p articipation continued
to drop considerably. On November 20, 1976, the LSD Board
of Governors voted to suspend
Ju risca n temporarily and requeste d that t he LSD Executive
Board look into the pros p ects
of continuing the program. Chris
Otorowski, the LSD SecretaryTreasurer, was appointed to investigate and to report back to
the LSD Board of Governors.
Otorow ki prepared a report
which concluded "that Juri can
in its present form and any conceivable imilar forms, is unworkable in light of the present
condition of law placements in
the country." His suggestion
that the program be abandoned
was adopted by the LSD. However, since Juri can was t chnically an ABA undertaking,
any final decision involving the
computerized placement service
was with the ABA Professional
Care r Development Committee. This decision came on February 13, 1977, when the ABA
committ
agreed to terminate
Juriscan. At that time, there
were 862 students and only 22
employers on file. The D velopment Committee also decided to
r fund the money received from
the students who had not previously reque -led refunds.
Doomed to Fail
Though technically and economically feasible, Ju ri can's
prom~oters failed to perceive that
in today's buyers' market for
lawyers, no nationw;de placement service could be Successful. According to Otorowski,
there was "an imbalance of
needs."

The final major rea~on for
J uriscan's failure wa that it
was not able to retain the employers it had originally signed
up. According to both LSD and
ABA sources, this result came
about because the newnes of
the program wore off and because of the many mistakes
which inconvenienced employers. "It is obvious," according
to Otorowski's report, "that for
the few nurn ber of employers
that were solicit d, there were
a great deal of errors in the process. These errors contributed
to a ge nerally n gative image
of the rLSD] Division and JUl'iscan, and may arry this damage forward into future As:ociation l?articipat ion."
Fra,ud?
Many s tudents . ent in th eir
money to Juriscan hoping that
they would get a long list of
employers who were interested
in their qualifications and whose
interests matched their own. Yet
from the beginning, it had been
predicted that Juriscan woulel
not work. W as Juriscan a fraud
on law students? Even Otorowski's report acknowledged that
some students may feel that
way. Andy Goodman, the LSD
Second Circuit Governor and a
former chairman of a committee
to . tudy the problem of employer participation in the program,
does not think there was intentional fraud
"in the legal
sense." He stated in an interview that there may have been.
misrepre enta" unintentional
tion" and that the program was
an "error of judgment." However, he ays that it was a l'e. lIlt
of "overexuberance rather than
Machiavellian
political
instincts."
" No t Dead"
"The su bject is not dead" is
the way Mrs . Frances Utley described the issue of centralized
law stud nt placement. Mrs. Utley, as staff liaison to the Professional Career Development
Committee, is the person most
directly responsible for ABA
placement services. According to
Mrs. Uti y, the LSD and h l'
committee will ontinue to investigate way of ree. tabli hing
a student plac ment service, etlthough "no propo al is bing
tossed around now."
Though Juri can was stari e d
with good intention, both he
LSD and ABA will be very]' luctant to try anything so daring on a nationwide level within the forseeable future. Where
does this leave law students ? It
leaves them where they h a ve
always be n: to their own devices.
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moot Court Teams Triumph
(Continued from Page I)
be considered for the national
award for best brief. The winners of the national contest
then compete. against the winners of the international region
contests, to choose the best oralists and best brief in the International competition (not to be
confused with the National
Team competition in December).
BLS also did well in the oral
competition. The team defeated
Columbia easily, by a score of
8-1. Then BLS defeated New
England (5-4) and Boston Univerity (7-2) before being eliminated by Harvard "in a tough
blood match," as one team
member put it. (Th e score was
5-4.)

I

~

The team members were disconcerted by their belief that
the competition had been unfair.
Since the arguments were held
at the University of Maine Law
School, that school arranged t he
sch dule. Most of the BLS t am
members believe that Harvard
(which came in second) had the
toughest competition, w h i 1 e
Maine had the easiest. Although
it is not clear that this was done
purposely, the BLS team wrote
a letter of protest on behalf of
Harvard. Since there were no
elimination rounds, the regional
victory of the University of
Maine was based upon a combined score of their earned
points in all four rounds of argument. Every team argued four
rounds and since Maine had the
easiest competition, they were
able to accumulate the most
points.

ly consented to send one team .
Moot Court had originally planned to send two teams to give
more' students exposure to oral
competition. Ted Bartelstone,
J ay Haberman and Larry Sandak emerged victorious in the
S econd Circuit competition of
the American Bar Association
Law Student Division National
Appellate Advocacy Competition.
This new event took place
at Albany L aw School. There
were five
schools in the
competition. Every school, except BLS and N.Y.U ., sent two
teams. One of the BLS team
members thinks it is unfortunate
that the Dean refused to send
the second team. "The more
teams we send, the more exposure we are givin g our students to oral competition."
Bart Strock, former business
manager of the Mool Court

the second round . Ted Bartelslone said, "This only proves
that, especially in oral advocacy,
it doesn't matter what school
you come from."
The entire competition was
held on Saturday, March 19th,
between the hours of 11 :00 am
and 5 :00 pm. The team argued
three rounds, and Bartelstone,
as swing person, argued every
round.
The team members had three
formal practice rounds, where
faculty members and students
sat as judges. This year's National Moot Court team was particularly helpful in preparing
the ABA team for competition.
Sandak said, "Some of the questions asked in the practice
rounds were among the toughest
we had to face, even more difficult than at the actual arguITlent."
The American Bar Association

ABA Team Victory
Team member Howard Rubin
said, "Our performance in both
the oral competition and our
victory on our brief show that
the best from BLS can compete
successfu lly against the best of
Columbia and Harvard. T he succe s of our International and
National teams demonstrate the
potential of the students here.
The school should recognize this
potential and encow'age more of
this type of program."
BLS had another victorious
Moot Court team in March.
P erhaps this victory was "sweeter" si nce the team members had
to overcome hurdles on the ninth
. floor to get money to send the
team. [See accompanying article.] Dean Raymond Lisle originally opposed sending any
teams to the American Bar Association competition, but final-

(Photo by Marcia Knigin)

International Moot Court Team - Howard Rubin, Vivian Rifkin
Friedman, Michael I1teilag, Rachel Arfa, Ira Salzman.
Society, who resigned after the
disagreement between the Moot
Court Executive Board and Dean
Lisle over Lisle's refusal to send
the second team, said it was intere ting that, "eve~ though this
was a new competition, mo t
schools saw fit to send two teams
to Albany."
BLS emerged victorious by defeating Fordham, New York
Law School and N.Y.U. Since
this was an elimination ompetition, BLS had to win every
round in order to continue. The
team mem bers all agree that
their toughest foe was N ew York
Law School, who they faced in

mooters u. Administrat[on
(Continued fr~m Page 1)
he wants better results, but on
the other, he couldn't care about
helping."
Strock says that his resignation wa a result of the actions
of the Society's E xecutive Board
and not a result of Lisle's actions.
"The board was in a furor over
the fact that Lisle exercised
some veto over their control and
yet when I said, 'Don't give him
the names of team members [in
the future],' they refused to go
along with my suggestion. Suggestions for alternative funding
also scared them. The SBA reluctantly agreed to fund the
second team, and F arrell agreed.
But they were afraid Lisle would
write letters to the Character
Committee about them. But I
give Lisle more credit than that."

Strock emphasized that he resigned from the board, but not
from the Society. "I couldn 't
continu e, because Society members were bing shaft d. The
hoard refused to go to bat for
three students. They're 'paper
tig rs' on the board ."
To refute Lisle's statements,
Salzberg noted that th Society
is "three for three this year.
The International Team fini hed
first on the brief and third overall, t he National Team finished
second in the regionals, and
eighth on the brief out o{ 140
schools, and the ABA finished
fir t in the region, and goes on
to Chicago."
Dean Lisle, when asked by
Justinian about his statements
on Moot Court, replied, "TO
comment."

national compet ition w ill be held
in Chicago in August. Bartelstone will be graduating in June
and will already have taken the
bar examination by t h e time of
the finals. He says he is willing
to return to compete, as he believes the experience is worthwhile and enjoyable.
When asked how he felt about
giving up part of his summer,
Haberman, a second year student replied, "It's a worthwhile
investment, and an interesting
experience."
.
Sandak sa id he was "surprised
and appreciative of the great
faculty and student upport the
team received, particularly in
light of the lack of assistance
from the administration."
Sandak also said that he beli eved that the success of BLS's
Moot Court teams this year was
not an accident. He attributes
th e victorie not only to capa ble
students but to the Moot Court
Executive Board, particularly
Barry Salzbel'g, chairperson .
"Barry was always available to
support the team and to cooperale with us by organizing practice rounds, and securing rooms.
He supported us when we were
faced by adversity from the administration and was around to
deal with problems that arose."
On February 18, 1977, BLS
was notified that the National
Team' brief was ranked eighth
in the nation, out of 140 teams
that submitted briefs to the competition.
BLS' Moot Court Tax Team
(Continul'd on Page 7)
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Gard.en Variety Wisdom
By MICHAEL WEINBERGER
It wa recently reported that
some federal regulatory agencies, whose job it is to redistribute wealth, now
make
grants of taxpayer money to private interest grou ps. The interest groups use t he money to put
together a persuasive argument
designed to convince the agency
to regulate in favor of their interests.
However, once a decision is
made that wealth should be distributed by agencies, instead of
by free p eople making individual decisions, there exists a
need to restore to private individuals the economic voice that
they once had. While in the
market economy one expresses
his views on the economic order every time he makes a purchase, in the regulated economy,
that a bility is partially lost and
should b replaced by some alternate method. Historically, the
cash disbursement method has
been one favored by government experts.
On e historical episode has to
do with the small and nearly
isolated
village of Garden
P atch. Although no one in Ga rden Patch knew exactly why,
everyone in Garden Patch was
a vegetarian. The main source
of employment in Garden Patch,
not surprisingly, was gardening.
Each gardener was a specialist
who grew one crop, and one
crop on ly. For example, Pete
grew only tomatoes, Phil only
cucumbers, S ally naught but
squash, and so on.
Every evening, after putting
in a full day tending their respective fields, all the citizens
of Garden Palch would gather
for an hour or two at the Garden P atch Commodities Exchange, the largest building in
town. There, using the traditional medium of tobacco leaves,
the citizens would enact vegetable exchanges among t hemselves. The system seemed to
work rather well. E veryone
grew all the vegetables he could
and then exchanged those vegetables for others till he had
just the variety he wanted.
Things went on like this for
quite a while until the day an
interesting article appeared in
the new edition of the "Farmer's Almanac." The article was
authored by an upstart young
agronomist by the name of J ohn
Maynard K aines and was entitled "Garden Variety Wisdom." Kaines argued that it was
silly for farmers to spend two
hours out of each day in the
Ga rden P atch Commodities Exchange. In " Garden Variety
Wisdom," Kaines said that the
farmers should set up what he
called a BVD, a Bureau of Vegetable Di stribution. The fellows
who worked for the BVD would
collect all the produce grown
in Garden Patch and then distribute it to all of Garden
Patch's citizens. The farmers
would get back from the BVD
an amount of vegetables equal
to what they put in, less, of
course the operation costs of
the BVD.
As time went on, the theme
of "Garden Variety Wisdom"
caugh t on with the residents of
Garden Patch until "Garden
Variety Wisdom" had become
wisdom of the conventional
kind. After all, most people reasoned something that sounded
that good on paper couldn't be
all bad. ~ometime after the
idea wa fir t suggested to them,

they unanimously agreed to
start a BVD of their own. The
old Garden Patch Commoditi s
Exchange building was converted into a gigantic office building in which the employees of
the BVD would set about their
work.
For several years after the
founding of the BVD, the distribution of vegetables was carried on in a smooth and efficient manner. No one seemed to
mind that he had a few less
vegetables under the new system than h e had under the old.
In the fourth year of the BVD's
existence, however, all that
changed. It was in that year
that Pete caused a minor scandal by accusing the BVD of not
giving him his fair s hare of vegetables. Some of Pete's neighhors joined him in making the
same claim. They started a
movement to influence the BVD
decision-maki ng process. The
movement grew and took the
name of the Green P anthers.
Green Panther sit-ins and
Green P anther rallies became
more an d more commonplace
until the day that the Green
Panther Executive Committee
and the BVD reached a compromise agreement. From then on,
if a citizen of Garden P atch felt
the BVD wasn't treating him
fairly he could make a forma l
requ st, filed in triplicate, that
the BVD a llocate him ome
more vegeta bles. As per the
compromise agreement, however, each request h ad to be accompanied by an affidavit from
an " xpert with acknowledged
expertise" stating why the request should be granted. In order for the citizens of Garden
Patch to pay for the expert advice of an "expert with acknowledged expertise," each claimant was allocated ten extra carrots to be used as payment for
the expert's services. (Tobacco
leaves, because they were now
obsolete, were abolished by an
earlier order by .the BVD.)
The response by the citizens
of Garden Patch to the compromise agreement was overwhelming. Within weeks after
the announcement of the Due
Influence Program, or DIP, as
it was called for short, thousands of requests were filed with
the BVD for increased allocations. Each claimant, of cour e..
was given ten carrots to be used
for the services of an expert.
After the 6,432nd request was
filed, the director of the DIP
program ran out of carrots.
That problem was q uickly overcome when the Executive Board
of the BVD ruled that 13 radi hes cou ld be allocated for ex':
pert advice instead of 10 carrots. After the radishes were all
gone the BVD switched to tomatoes, quash, cucumbers and
so on. Although the m mbers
of t he Executive B oard of the
BVD were justifiably proud of
the overwhelming success of the
DIP program, in p rivate, several of the board members revealed that they were worried
that one day the bureau would
run out of vegetables to allocate
for expert advice.
Two months after that private disclosure, the BVD issued
its last vegetable. There was
nothing left to allocate at all.
Moral: The problems inherent
in regUlation cannot be solved
by more regulation. If you don't
like the way your BVD is working, scrap it, but don't be duped
by garden variety wisdom.
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Alumnotes: Stanley Friedman
By J OYCE BALABAN DAVID
Stanley Friedman, a 1961 BLS
"raduate, is one of the D eputy
Mayors of the City of New York.
"When I went to BLS we were
in the old building near the
Transi t A uthority, on Pearl
Str eet. It was a small school. We
had classes in the morning and
fini shed around 12:30. When
school was over most of us went
our own way and worked.
"I remember having Crea
when I was there, and Holfl11.an
for Conflicts, Gilbride for Contracts and of course, Dean Prince
for Evidence. In fact I still speak
to him once in a wh ile; he's on
the Conciliation and Appeals
Board and sometimes we have
some matters to discuss.
"I'm not an active alumnus. I
pay my dues, but I'm not active.
I never go to any meetings. or
to th e dinn r .
"When I went to BLS , what
I heard was that they took almost everybody that applied
and on the first day at orientation in the auditorium , they
said. 'look to your right and
look to your left beca use next
yea r at this time many of tho e
peo ple won't be there, because
of the large dropout after the
fir t yea r, from failures.' Now
I understand they're more selective and the law school admission tests play more of a role
in your admissions. I got admitted just on the basis of my
call ge grades, before the results of the LSAT's even came
out.
"I think BLS's reputation has
improved because of the selectivity of taking students. But I
loved the school. I thought the
teachers were great, and I think
you got the best preparation for
the bar exam, far superior than
fellows I know got, who graduated from other schools. I think
t he bar review course that I

took was just a review of what
we had already learned in the
three years and that made it
much easier. I don't recall more
than one or two electives that
we had; it was all required, it
was all the gut of the bar
exam.
"As far as preparing you for
being a lawyer, you can only
go by results. There are all different kinds of lawyers, trial
lawyers, brief writing lawyers,
appellate lawyers, criminal, civil, etc. I don't think the school itself, probably no school, prepares
you to be a lawyer like Perry
Mason or Cla rence Darrow.'
But I think that my academ ic
training in all the schools I went
to made m e suitable for the positions that I've always held."
First Year the Worst
While he was in law . chool he
was in the honors program. He
graduated in the top 11 % but
was not on law review . His firs t
year in law school was hi s wo rst
year. After tha t his grades got
considerably better. "I don 't
know why, m aybe I ju 1 got
u sed to the school a nd how to
answer question . The key is
not how much you're learning,
but how to answer the questions, particularly the es ay
questions. You can h ave the
same amount of know ledge
about th subject. but if you
have a knack of writing, you'll
do much better."
The Federal Trade Commi ssion hired Friedman under an
honors program in 1961. Before
being admitted, he worked as an
investigator with the FTC in
New York City. He left there in
August 1964 and wa then appointed an Assistant Districct
Attorney in Bronx County .
From being active in politics in the Bronx, h e went
to the City Council, as an associate counsel to the Majority
Leader of the Council. Then,

when Mayor Beame was elected
Friedman became his legislative
repres ntative in Albany. He
spent a year there working with
the legislature and Governor
Wilson's office. During Mayor
Beame's second year, a vacancy
occulTed in the D eputy Mayor's
office and he was promoted to
this job.
Worked for Carey
Friedman was active with Governor Carey, traveling with him
during the campaign. H e took a
leave of absence from his job
to travel throughout the state
with him, and when Carey was
elected he came back to his job.
He was recently active as the
Mayor's representative and liaison to Governor Carter's campaign. H e was al 0, during
the period of the Democratic Convention, New York
City's coordinator, or liaiso n,
with the Democ ratic National
Committee and with Madison
Square Garden , to make sure
all the arrangements and everything was done properly. "And
we did prelly well, frankly,"
Fri edman said .
He is the Mayor's Deputy
Ma yor for intergovernmental relations, which means he is the
liaison with the City Council,
the Board of Estimate, Albany
and Washi ngto n . The job entails coordi nating the City's programs with the respective legislative bodies. And he is the political Deputy Ma yo r, where he
deals with the political leaders
of the City.
" My personal feelings," says
Friedman, "are, that although the
fiscal situation has forced us to
reduce the city payroll by some
40,000, there are always opportuniti s available for bright
young people. We hope to be
hiring in the Corporation Counsel's office and in other city departments for legal talent and
for administrative talenL"

moot Court Teams Triumph
(Continued /1'0/11 Pag£' 6)
of Mark Harmon and Susan
Backstro m competed in Buffalo
on April 22 and 23 in the Arthur
Mugel Tax Competition. The
competition attracted 17 teams
this year. Brooklyn got in to the
semi finals by defeating the
University of Toledo and Amedcan University, but lost to Wake
Fore t University in t he semifin al round. However, BLS
ranked third overall, counting
brief and oral scores. Both
scores are averaged together to
determine the score in each
round . .
Although all scores were not
available when the team left
Buffalo on Saturday, they believe that BLS ranked first or
second in the oral argument.
The judges of the BLS's semi
fin al round aid that the total
cores of the two teams were
quite close. Since Wake Fores t
went into the competition five
points ahead of BLS on the
brief, and then went on to win
be t brief, the assumption is
that BLS probably fared better
in the orals, than the other
school. The other teams to reach
the semi finals were Seton Hall,
and American University's secand team.

Team member Mark Harmon
says he was elated at the reception BLS got at the competition.
"BLS is well respected among
the schools competing in this
competition. We are not perceived of as being second rate."
Harmon and B ackstrom worked
hard in three practice rou nds
with the ass istance of ProfesSOl'S
Hauptman,
Comerfor d,
Johnson, Schenk and Barry
Salzberg, Moot Court chairper-

son and former tax team member. Harmon says, " It was a val ..
uable learning experience. Thi
goes to show that Moot Cou rt
can be a worthwhile education
experience."
Backstrom said s he spoke to
some of the judges after the
competition was over. "They
seem to believe that a good
Moot Court program is as prestigious to a law school as a good
Law Review."

r
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BLS Tax Team members Susan Blacki1rom and Mark Harmon.
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"But, very frankly, I'm a little turned off on the sy tem .
People who become active in
politics and government get
thrown in the fish bowl. I think
that scandal-minded newspapers
and scandal-minded media who
are interested in selling newspapers, have, since Wa tergate at
least, been building up and
mushrooming, and in many
cases, unduly criticizing, public
officials and governmental officials and political heads. At
some point bright young people
are going to say, "Why sho uld I
subject myself to that type of
abuse when I could make a lot
more money on the outside?' So
my advice and recommendation
to most people is to come into
government for a couple of years
only, get some legal experience
here or experience in how govrnment works and then utilize
it out in the private world and
make a better life for themelves.

,

Stanley
Mayor.

Friedman.

D e put y

"My job is more administrative than legal. I think my legal
background has helped me very
much in my thinking process '
and in my ability to reason and
to negotiate and to compromise.
I do not avail myself of strict
legal knowledge to decide the
matters that are before me. For
.that I have the Corporation
Counsel, which I rely on for the
lega l work.
"I'm more someone who likes
to think of himself as getting
things done and accomplished
and for that you don't necessarily have to be a lawyer. But I
think the legal background and
training has been very helpful.
When I was with the DA, I enjoyed practicing that type of
law. I found it exciting and rewarding and stimulating, but I
find what I'm doing now m uch
more so.
MOTe to the Feds?
"As for the future, I'm not
really sure what I want to do.
You know, people still say to
m , 'What do you want to be
when you grow up?', and I say
'a baseball player.' Seriously
though, I think that I'd like to
put in two to three years in a
federa l administration, if I have
the opportunity. No one's made
the offer yet. But if I have the
opportunity, I will do that. My
leanings are, when I leave city
government, to go into either an
eseablished law firm or to start
a new one and do, not lobbying,
but govemment affairs, public
affairs type of law, and utilize
what I've leamed for the past
ten years, and hopefully be retained by other lawyers or associations or unions or corporations.
.
"I have no aspirations to run

for office for the reasons I mentioned earlier, that you s ubject
yourself and your family to unnecessary and undue harassment, and invasion of your privacy.
"I love the job I do now . I
put most of my waking hours
into this job. You become addicted to the job, you become a
mainliner. It's in your veins and
when you accomplish something
it's a great sense of satisfaction.
When I got into law school I
had no idea of the type of law I
wanted to practice; I had no preconceived notions. I never
thought or dreamed that I'd be
Deputy Mayor of the City of
New York, so I certainly didn't
aspire to be.
City Will Survive
"I don't think the City's situation i as bleak as our critics
make it out to be . .I think we
should have great spirit and confiden ce. Not only is our City going to survive, but we're going
to surpass ow·selves. I think we
proved our worth this past summer with Operation Sail and the
D emocratic National Convention.
Two big companies that left the
city five years ago, said they
were disillusioned with business
life outside the city. This i
where their sales are made, this
is where most of their business
is conaucted so they're coming
back to New York. During the
World Series, there wasn't a
hotel room available in the
whole city. Business seems to be
picking up all around and with
a little recognition from Washington, and a little relief, I think
we'll be all right.
"Even though I do work most
of the time I try to arrange to
have some free time for myself.
I make an appointment for myself and block off some free
time. I like to play tennis. During the summer I playa lot, but
in the winter I don't get as
much of a chance. I like to relax
with frien ds.
"The most frustrating thing
about this job is erroneous newspaper stories. You know it's not
the way they say it is and you
also know that people believe
what they read . But you learn to
live with it, it's part of the job.
"I think that regardless of
what school anyone goes to, they
get out of it what they put into
it, and I don't believe that a Columbia or a Harvard or a Yale
graduate is any smarter or any
better than a BLS graduate. The
problem is that because of the
historical na ture of these schools
and the closeknitness of their
alumni associations and social
background of the alumni associations, they sort of take care of
their own, when they get out, so
they have a good head start.
But on a one to one basis I'll
put a street gutter New YO;ker,
who went to New York schools
City College, BLS, against any~
body when it comes to native
or raw talent."
Stanley Friedman, who is 40
years old, went to PS 48 in the
Hunts P oint section of the
Bronx, then to Stuyvesant High
School in Manhattan and City
College of New York, where he
majored in government. His office in City Hall is not as large
a I expected but the whole atmosphere down there is very
busy. As we talked, the phone
kept ringing. to interrupt us. He
paced quite a bit while we talked and kind of chewed on a cigar
and spoke quickly and assuredly.
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Justinian Talks to the Candidates
SBA elections will be held on
Monday, May 2 and Tuesday,
May 3. As a service to the stu·
dents, JUSTINIAN News Editor
Howard Cohen conducted inter·
views with the following candi·
dates. Gail Ostriker, who is a
candidate for Treasurer, was un·
available for comment.
FOR PRESIDENT
Joe Porcelli
Joe feels that his experience
'a nd service to the school in the
D elega te Asse mbly, SBA Book
Co-Op, and Constitutional Rev ision Committee qualify him
for office. H e feels that because
h e knows many people, having
b ee n a ctive in the SBA and in
the ' freshman orientation prog ram, he therefore would be
abl e to bring new ideas and "a
point of view different from
w ha t we've been getting" into
t he SBA governme nt. Porcelli's
goa l as President w ill be to
"make the stude n ts fe el that
they are part of the SBA and to
11~ ake th em fee l that the SBA
works for them."
Joe feels tha t the current
p rob lems of the SBA ste m from
the fact that the current Exet:ulive Board fails to involve the
students. He would delegate
mo re power to the elected representatives, try ing to dispel the
p rese nt feeling that the SBA is
run b y a clique that wields its
power arbi trarily. He would
al so like to ge t s tudents, other
than Assembly delegates, invol ved in SBA projects.
Porcelli would support SBA
sponso red disco parties and exp a nded speaker and film programs. "Students look forward
to them. It adds so lidarity to the
s tudent body . There is no other
reason for the SBA than servin g
t he s tudents. Law School is
r ough; the SBA sho uld solve
the problems which make it
r ougher."
Howard Sirota
Howard has alway been an
~ctive l·eformer. He is a memb er of the Board of Directors of
th e Brooklyn Chapter of the
ACLU, and of the Na tional Lawye rs Guild. While in college,
Sirota was a member of the Students For A Democratic Society,
and was active in the anti-war
movement.
If elected, Sirota would work
for academic credit for Moot
Court, and for affirmative action
in the hiring of faculty and admiss ion of students. Howard is
also opposed to the appointment
of 1. Leo Glasser as Dean, and
would WOl"k for his r emoval and
for the appointment of a "Nationally prominent academician
lor this position to replace the
pa rochial patronage appointment
of J ud ge Glasser."
Siro ta would also like to see
more de legation of authority to
the D e legate Assembly. He fe e ls
tha t, "the Assemb ly as a body
a nd its committees should play
a n1Uch larger role. It should not
be one ma n rule. T here should
be co llective d ecisions."
Howard will be maintaining a
pa rt-time job wh ile serving as
Pres ident. However, he feels
tha t w ith proper d e legation of
authority, the job of President
sho uld not be a full time job.
Michael Swaaley
Mi chael has not been involved
with the SBA this year, but fee ls

that as a n outsider he can bring
some fr esh concepts to student
gove rnme nt. He fe els that the
SBA is b e ing under used, wasting much of its pote ntial. He
fee ls that "the SBA should know
what the students want and
should work to get it for them."
Swaalcy sees his role a s
president to be that of an 01'ganizer and administrator to coordinate activities. He therefore
would delegate more power to
the Delegate Assembly and to
the other Executive Board members. His hop e is to run a more
open SBA.
Michael
feels th at w hile
partie have their proper place,
they should not be the main
function of the SBA. He plans
to increase the scope of the
orientation program to include
an acade mic counseling program
for first y ea r s tudents who need
informat ion on clinics, course
planning, e t c. Swaaley would
also like to expand th e athletic
prog rams b y negotiating with
local colleges for the use of th e ir
athletic facilities. Michael's goal
as Pres id ent? "To protect the
rights of the students."
FOR VICE PRE.SIDENT
Dave Fleisher
Dave was very active in student politics in college and held
an executi v ~ office. He has been
adive in BLS government also,
serving on the Delegate Assembly and on the Constitutional
Revision Committee. His goal as
V.P. is to have closer co-operation betwee n the Executive
Board and the Delegate Assemb ly. He feels that the present
Executive Board assumed too
much power and responsibility,
some of which should have been
delegated to the Assembly. As a
r es ult, at present, "the SBA has
a low image but it has potential
under proper leadership."
Fleisher would like to see a
more equita ble exam schedule,
and a school year with an intersession between semesters. He
would work with the new administration to achieve these
goa ls. As for parties, while he
enjoys the ' disco format, he feels
other ty pes of gatherings should
be explored. Dave feels it would
enhance the school's reputation
to have some nationally prominent speakers visit and he would
work with a cultural affairs
committee in trying to arrange
such engagements. Dave feels
the purpose of the SBA is "to be
the spokesperson of the student
body to the administration and
faculty. The SBA should also be
responsib le to the needs of the
students."

Chuck Goldman
While in college, Chuck was
involved with school politics but
was turn ed off by it and consequen tl y did not immediately
get involved in SBA activities.
However, after two yea rs as a
student at BLS, he has become
unhappy with the achieveme n ts
of the SBA. H e now desires to
work fOl· the things he wo uld
like to see changed and feels
that with a good Exec utive
Board, thi ngs can be done.
Goldman feels "there should
be a more cohesive and better
organi zed recreational program
under the SBA auspices." This
would include expanded movie,
sports. and speaker programs.
Chuck would also work for

wider recognition of BLS's. intramural teams, particularly th e
mock trial and clie nt counseling
teams. He would also like to see
course credit given for moot
court, and also final exam schedules distributed at registration
period.
Chuck has been active in th e
first yea r orientation programs
and would like to improve them.
If elected, Goldman plans to
maintain a part time job. However he does not intend to let
the job interfere with his duties.
FOR EVENING
VICE PRESIDENT
Samuel Hagan
Sam is presently the First
Year Evening Delegate. As
such, he feels he knows the
needs and problems of the
evening students. He feels his
outgoing personality and willingn ess to take the initiative will
b e useful in se rving the students.
Sam feels that th e evening
s tudents have b een neglected.
His· goal would b e to inform
the legal community, especially
evening graduates now in practice, about the quality of the
BLS Evening program with an
eye toward improving employment opportunities for BLS
evening graduates.
Hagan feels that the students
are not informed enough about
SBA acti vi ties. "They should be
better educated as to the potential of the SBA . On ce students
become aware of the good the
SBA does, they will become
more interested." He would like
to distribute a pamphlet at the
start of the year informing students about the SBA. He would
also work more closely with
Justinian.
Sam has enjoyed 'the parties
and fee ls they have been successful. However, he feels they
should be less expensive. "Less
money could be used to accomplish the same e nd. Money
should be spent in a professional
way, for professional purposes,
in a professional school."
Richard Mathew
Richard's d es ire is to be oC
use to the evening students. He
has a lways had the interest of
his fellow students in mind, as
evidenced by his service on student-faculty committees while
in college.
Mathew feels that in the pa ·t,
evening students have had very
little input in runnin g student
affairs. He cites the fact that the
SBA office is seldom op en in the
evenings, unfortunate ly preventing evening students from speaking to their government. In an
effort to rectify this situation,
Richard would be willing to man
the SBA office during evening
hours on a regular bas is. Additionall y, Mathew would work to
have more SBA programs, specifically evening s pea k e rs and
clinical programs geared toward
evening students.
Richard feels there is presently a lack of "community feeling" among evening students,
stemming from a lack of awareness as to what the SBA has to
offer. He feels that if the students are just told what is going
on th ey will become more interested arid involved. His plea to
the evening students is " A little
bit from me and a l it Ie bit from
you. and we can have a lot."
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FOR TREASURER
Eric Brown
Eric's background in financial
affairs is great. While serving as
a lieutenant in the Army he was
responsible for a fund for the
benefit of over 500 soldiers. Furthermore, he has worked in the
accounting and credit departments of several major financial
firms. This year Eric was active
in the SBA, serving as the First
Year Representative on the Execu ti ve Board.
Brown's goal as Treasurel·
would be to provide to the students an accurate, timely reporting of the SBA's financial
accounts. He would als o establish a finan ce committee composed of delegates and non-delegates to evaluate budget proposals in order to provide "broad
bas ed participation in the budgetary process."
Edc feels that "it is absolu tely
vital that a treas urer have a
good relationship with st udent
groups." He says, "I have a good
relationship with man y g roups
and intend to furth e r cultivate
this relationship so I can better
serve their needs." Eric feels
that h e has a "deep commitment
to democratic principles. Student
money s hould be for student use
and spent in accordance with the
desires of the students as expressed throu gh their representatives. "
Jonah Meer
Jonah fee ls his experience as
a bookkeeper and his deg ree in
accounting qualify him to be
SBA Treasurer, just as it has
qualified him to serve as assistant treasurer at his synag ogu e . Although not active in
the SBA durin g the year, he
feels that given the fact that
very little was accomplished
this y ear, may be som e new
blood is in order. Jonah feels
that there shou ld be a new outside force who was not involved
in the in-fighting that went on
this year. "In the year of the
Outsider - Jimmy Carter new blood has been s hown to be
a breath of fresh air instead of
the previous stagnation."
Meer feels the treasurer s hould
not be just a bookkeeper, but
rather should look out for the
economic interests of the stud e nts to insure they get the mos t
fOl' their educational dollar.
Jonah is willing to pers onally
canvass local merchants to obtain discounts on various items .
A s for student apath y to the
SBA he says, "I don't believe
the students don 't care. W e are
going to be lawyers, the chief
spokesmen of our day. Once the
SBA proves that it can wield its
power profitably and do more
fOl" the s tudents, the students
will become more inte"es ted. U's
the snow ball principle."
FOR SECRETARY
Sherry Carr

to individual classes. In this
way, students would be mOre
aware of SBA operations and
therefore more interested in the
SBA.
Carr would work to expedite
the completion of the budget to
free SBA time for solving student problems. In the past the
Assembly got bogged down with
the budget, and never was able
to get to the other problems.
Sherry's goal will be to provide
a more frequent, formal and
open reporting system.
Hilary Mirrer
Hilary is a newcomer to s tudent government, havin g n ever
been in vol ved in either the SBA
or in college politics. However,
she has school spirit and a desire to help im prove BLS.
Mirrer s ays she is runnin g
more on an "a cademic" platfonn
rat her' than a "social" one. She
feel s that movies and parties are
importa nt but that the SBA
should be more than an am u sement cente r. H ilary feel s that
there is a lack of academic
co unseling f or first year students.
She would work to establish a
program whereby upperclass men
would help first yea r students
decide on courses, clinics, and
professors .
Miner would like to see more
intera ction between th e various
faction s of the school com munity, inel udin g more input from
the al umni. She feels that the
alumni is an under-used asset
which the school should develop
for employment placement and
counselin g programs.
Hilary feels that "students
really don't know what it means
to be in the SBA" because t.hey
are not informed .
Todd Silverblatt
Todd
recognizes that the
power of student governme nt is
limited and admits that "no one
can r ealis tically promise farreaching,
radical innovations
which are beyond the power
delegated to the SBA." Howe ver,
he feels he is prepared to work
within the system to institute
new poli cies which he fe els are
necessary.
One a rea which Silver blatt
would hope to expand is t he
clinical education program. He
would especially like to see
more opportunity for night student participation. Another innovation Todd proposes is an
apartment referral service. "Students desiring housing in the
area would be able to contact
oth er students w ho are moving
out of apartments." Silverbla tt
would also back existin g SBA
programs, "specifically the book
co-op. th e student orientation
program , a nd of course, the
disco parties."
Todd's goa l as Serretary is to
"strive for better commu nica tion w ith the administration so
that not o nly will (the stud ent's)
complaint s be heard, but attended to as well."

She rry has a p'o litical backg round, having worked in the
State L egislature. She feels this
experience plus her experience
in thi year's Delegate A ssembly
qualify her for office.
ShelTY feels the office of S ecretary has been under-used. She
would institute a mo,·e extensive
reporting system to the st u dents.
She would post notices of meetings, activities and also report
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